With the "counterhegemonic figured communities" of HBCUs as our lens, our idea(l)s are shaped within specific rewritings of race, access, and education that move us toward a new framework. Alongside teaching narratives, we foreground collaborative revisions of identity, critical mentoring, and coalition-work as an alternative theory of pedagogy and composition. Now physically removed from the spaces of the historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) but still politically and psychically invigorated by their historical legacy, we seek to center the radical presence of the HBCUs in definitions of and needs for critical literacy and anti-racist pedagogies at the American university (Brown and Freeman; Williams and Ashley). HBCUs have created a critical space in which the cultural identities of black college students have pedagogical consequence inside of the arenas of racial inequality in the United States (Allen; Brown and Davis; Fleming; Gasman; Ross). HBCUs have thus retooled higher education in the United States, and yet their less told
Now physically removed from the spaces of the historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) but still politically and psychically invigorated by their historical legacy, we seek to center the radical presence of the HBCUs in definitions of and needs for critical literacy and anti-racist pedagogies at the American university (Brown and Freeman; Williams and Ashley) . HBCUs have created a critical space in which the cultural identities of black college students have pedagogical consequence inside of the arenas of racial inequality in the United States (Allen; Brown and Davis; Fleming; Gasman; Ross) . HBCUs have thus retooled higher education in the United States, and yet their less told stories of race and pedagogy remain under-theorized. Just as the history of the scholarship on teaching sociology has often ignored the presence of the HBCUs (Stanfield) , so too has the history of teaching literacy, language, and discourse (Gilyard; Royster; Royster and Williams) .
Our positionality as critical-raced-educators means that our idea(l)s have been informed as former compositionists/educators at HBCUs that we see in the way that Perry does, namely that they are "intentional educational communities" that have served as "counterhegemonic figured communities" on the American educational landscape (Perry, Steele, and Hilliard 92) . As such, our idea(l)s have been shaped within very specific rewritings of race, access, and educational equality that HBCUs have attained while historically white colleges and universities (HWCUs) still struggle to participate in such a practice of social justice and shared fate. In this article, we interrogate how and why our literacy theory and practice in our current classrooms at HWCUs have been fundamentally shaped by the past and present record of HBCUs, a record to which we see ourselves inextricably linked. We offer our personal teaching narratives as a type of heuristic for understanding what we mean by hostage negotiation, and thus these narratives appear first in our text. We then foreground the collaborative revision of identity and possibility through critical mentoring, and the construction of democratic alternatives to white supremacy in classrooms and communities through coalition work with racially/economically subordinated groups. We examine an alternative theory of pedagogy and composition and important sites where a new critical framework is most necessary.
I. Defining the Historical in Historically Black and Historically White Colleges and Universities
As compositionists, we co-inhabit multiple educational institutions, with each context bearing its own unique challenge and reward: geography and local histories are a crucial aspect of the contexts in which we work and live (McKittrick); Carnegie designations into research extensive and research intensive or teaching institutions impact the framing of education; rankings from U.S. News and World Report on what is deemed most selective, generally selective, "best," and third-tiered impose their own liabilities; and even our students' own coinage of "party schools" or "study schools" offers other sets of stereotypes. The various structures organizing four-year postsecondary institutions are multiple: land-grant/state/city, elite/working-class, small/medium/ large, vocational/liberal arts, open admissions/selective, private/public, urban/ rural, commuter/residential, religious/parochial. Our essay, however, depends on a different understanding of postsecondary institutions: their historical role in and commitment to serving racially/economically subordinated students in the United States as a central component of addressing what Ladson-Billings calls the "Education Debt." 1 We emphasize the notion of a historical role because we see HBCUs as very different from institutions that now have or once had "open admissions." We also see HBCUs as very different from institutions that have had large numbers of culturally or ethnically diverse students since the advent of the freedom struggles of the 1950s and 1960s. (It is also interesting that most of these schools still have a majority-white faculty though their student populations have not been such for many decades now.) While such institutions do serve racially and economically subordinated students, these sites do not represent a hundredyear history of consciously seeking and educating students of color. Furthermore, many of these institutions began as predominantly white/ethnic enclaves and have changed their hue, not because of their own calculated administrative and philosophical actions, but because of the demographic shifts of the cities that they serve, particularly in large urban city centers that witnessed major changes in racialized residential patterns as a result of white flight. Thus, we do not categorize these institutions as having an explicit and historical role in addressing the education debt. For the purpose of this essay, we are linking the work of HBCUs to the education debt, and we are making the bold declaration that an aggregate of institutions that has served large numbers of students of African descent for more than a hundred years is a unique postsecondary structure not simply because black people are physically present (though this would certainly qualify as a drastic change for many of our institutions). HBCUs' calculated and conscious charge for ameliorating the education debt by committing to black students represents a unique literacy politics.
We focus on the historical to upset the general tendency to categorize the only salient difference between HBCUs and HWCUs as one where students have checked different Race boxes on their applications. The racial and ethnic makeups of our classrooms and institutions have not resulted from historical or contemporary political coincidences, and, as such, HWCUs and HBCUs, even after accounting for the varied institution types as we have discussed, varieties that run across both HWCUs and HBCUs, have considerably different histories in how they have defined who the college student is, should be, and can be. It is worth mentioning here that before 1856, the years Lincoln University and Wilberforce were established, American colleges had a graduation total of, at most, twenty-eight black students (Weinberg) . Royster and Williams (1999) have called the establishment of these two colleges one of the watershed "historical moments that add light to the participation of African Americans in higher education" (568). One needs to remember that 1970 was the first time in U.S. history where the number of black students attending HWCUs matched the number at HBCUs. Even then, the HBCUs were still the ones that actually conferred the most degrees to African Americans at this time. Hispanic serving institutions (HSIs), tribal colleges, and HBCUs are a central, primary locus of defining and constructing an education for racially/economically subordinated students in the United States. HWCUs surely cannot be disregarded; however, HWCUs do not always represent the same impact, despite a greater proliferation of endowments and resources.
We claim that a shared fate of mutual survival in the academy and beyond has been foregrounded in HBCUs such that pedagogy, mentoring, and interracial and intercultural communication take on critical meanings. Perhaps Jamila describes this best when she discusses the first public address for entering freshmen at Spelman College:
Our first address [was] from Sista Prez Johnetta B. Cole. . . . As is characteristic of speeches to incoming first-year students, she instructed us to look to our right and to our left. We dutifully gazed upon each other's brown faces. She spoke: "other schools will tell you one of these students will not be here in four years when you are graduating. At Spelman we say we will all see to it: your sister better be at your side when you all graduate in four years!" Loud cheers erupted-we were our sisters ' keepers. (387) We are aware of the critiques that would say that we are romanticizing the experiences of black students and black communities at HBCUs. While we do not want to broadbrush the HBCUs as the absolute center of radical resistance for the black masses, we must acknowledge, in the way that Marable has, that these institutions (despite their heavy influence of "white architects") have HWCUs had a profound influence on shaping the material conditions of the black masses (Watkins) . Simply put, without HBCUs, Jim Crow might still exist. As Marable argues, the HBCUs remained "much more open to progressive and liberal faculty-particularly during the period of the Cold War of the 1940s and 1950s"-than HWCUs (217). Historically, HBCUs have been the most welcoming and successful in recruiting and retaining a diverse faculty, including German and Austrian scholars who came to the United States after being dismissed from their jobs due to Nazi extermination policies (Willie, Reddick, and Brown; Edgcomb; Jewell) . This says to us that the radical work of HBCUs is not limited to black students and black faculty and that a crucial dynamic of this work is coalition building.
Though it might be accurate to describe Spelman, not just as Jamila does in the previous passage, but as an elite, selective college, the success of a university like Spelman represents important lessons for all institutions and practitioners who seek to redefine and retool access. When it comes to African American women who earn doctorates in all science fields, two HBCUs alone are credited for the undergraduate education of half of these women: Spelman College and Bennett College. 2 Surely, Spelman and Bennett are no more elite than U.S. News and World Report's top-ranked fifty national colleges, and yet all of these fifty colleges combined do not achieve for black females in the sciences what these two black women's colleges achieve. Just like these professional and curricular successes, the political legacy and impact of black students at HBCUs who have challenged the core of American racism remains an untold story. HBCU college athletes engaged whites in dialogues on the contradictions of democracy created by segregation; HBCU students also initiated the sit-in movement that re-invigorated the larger Civil Rights Movement and white leftist student activism (Drewy and Doerman; Miller; Cohen and Zelnik) . Thus, these black students have achieved professional and sociopolitical milestones at HBCUs for all of us. We are arguing that these kinds of results in the face of seemingly insurmountable racial inequities and structured inequalities are the most profound ideological foundation from which to imagine a literacy and pedagogical paradigm for racially subordinated groups.
II. " My Soul Look s Back in Wonder:" Stories of How We Got from There to Here, Here to There
In this part of our essay, we seek to embody the HBCUs as the "intentional educational communities" that have served as "counterhegemonic figured communities" by locating ourselves within them. We share and examine our own personal teaching narratives as a way for unfolding how and why our collaboration has arisen through the shared defining of an alternative critical framework in college literacy instruction based on the ways that we have lived inside of the histories of the HBCUs.
Robert's narrative, the first pedagogical anecdote, takes place at an HBCU and looks at the ways communication serves as a community-informed tension that is fundamental to imagining how pedagogical and life opportunities have been structured for students at HBCUs. Carmen's narrative paints a picture of her first class after leaving a predominantly black college. This story interrogates the normalcy of the displacement of black students at an HWCU that functions for both the larger institution and the department. Taken together, these two narratives represent the institutional experiences of four different postsecondary settings. Robert taught at what we call Southern HBU. This is an urban university of 5,400 undergraduate students that also offers master degree programs and several doctoral tracks. US News describes this institution as "least selective," and the university does not disclose the size of its endowment. The vast majority of its students are local or regional and first in their families to attend postsecondary institutions. Robert moved to a large, suburban, "more selective" PhD-granting institution that we call Northwestern Research State University. It has 19,000 undergraduate students and an endowment of $350 million. It is a land-grant institution, and the vast majority of its students are white. Meanwhile, Carmen taught at a "non-selective," open admissions black college, what we call Northern HBC, that is part of a large city's public colleges in a Northeastern metropolitan area. Northern HBC was created in response to the black community's Civil Rights struggles in that area and is a four-year associate's and bachelor's degree-granting institution that has approximately 5,000 undergraduate students with a $100,000 endowment. For these working class commuter students of African descent, most are the first in their families to go to college. Carmen moved to a "more selective," four-year, PhD-granting institution, what we call here Northeastern Research State University, that is part of the state's public colleges, with a $45 million endowment. Since the black community's Civil Rights struggles, the college is widely noted and celebrated for its diverse students. It has approximately 10,000 undergraduate and graduate students, most of whom are working-class commuter students of multiethnic and multilingual backgrounds who are the first in their families to go to college. Thus, Southern HBU and Northern HBC are very different; meanwhile, Northwestern Research State University and Northeastern Research State University are two very different HWCUs. These four colleges can thus offer a micro-picture into the macro-realities of HWCUs and HBCUs. The anecdotes have been enlivened by our experiences at these four, distinct institutions and represent an ideological consequence: the ways in which we understand and respond to institutional racism have been forever altered.
Robert's Narrative: Autobiography-ing Malcolm X at an HBCU I'm working at a historically black university as a professor and head of the composition program. I'm the only non-black person in this first-year English Composition classroom. We're several weeks into the semester. There is a tall African-American young man who sits in the back, in a relaxed position with his head held pretty low, acting bored. He has not spoken in class once this semester, but he has also not missed one class. We have two textbooks in this course. One is an English Composition textbook, and the second is The Autobiography of Malcolm X. We have read the chapter in the Autobiography called "Hustling." We're nearly at the end of this class session. There are more women than men in this class, and the women students have carried the discussion and in-class writing about hustling. They have illustrated several of their points with unflattering references to men coming onto them. I wait to see if any men are going to respond. Some laugh and joke, but nothing more.
I ask if there are any more questions or comments about this important chapter in the text, before we end the session. I have been relating this chapter on hustling directly to writers' rhetorical considerations of audience and purpose. How do you convince an audience of your purpose? What are the acceptable ways of doing so? What ways are unacceptable? I ask everyone to answer these questions in writing for next class. We focused on two quotations from the Autobiography. The first was from the beginning of the "Hustler" chapter: "I was a true hustleruneducated, unskilled at anything honorable, and I considered myself nervy and cunning enough to live by my wits, exploiting any prey that presented itself. I would risk just about anything" (111). We compared this quotation to the following one from the last chapter of the Autobiography: "I've had enough of someone else's propaganda," I had written to these friends. "I'm for truth, no matter who tells it. I'm for justice, no matter who it is for or against. I'm a human being first and foremost, and as such I'm for whoever and whatever benefits humanity as a whole" (373). Several women members of the class had been pushing the idea that the first quotation is what typically happens when writers are being selfish and only thinking of their own success, of convincing the audience of the writer's evidence and argument with no thought about the rights of an audience and the responsibilities of a writer. Here is where they made jokes of men stupidly coming on to them. They argued that the second quotation is what writers have to attempt: to be fair to and engaged with everyone.
I ask one last time if anyone has a question or comment. The tall young man in the back speaks up loudly and clearly: "hey professor what ever your name is, ya gotta be a Blackman from the ghetto to understand X, and especially his rap about hustling!" One of the women in the room responds immediately: "he has a name, fool! He's drunk the milk of Mother Africa. He's spent years there. He's studied Arabic there. He's a Muslim. If Malcolm had to choose between your sorry black ass-a so-called Christian who's really an atheist-and a white Muslim who's the real thing, who do you think Malcolm would choose?" The young man didn't comment. There is some tremendous quiet in the room. The woman is taunting him with her smile and lording her words over him with her body language. I am moved by the intensity of the young man's comments and by the young woman's sense of my personhood and commitments. No one knows what is going to happen. No one is playing it safe. I'm thinking this is real learning together. I'm loving being here in this university in general and in this classroom session in particular. As we so often do, maybe routinely, we are entering disorder and chaos as a communityinformed tension to get at raw truths and multiple freeing voices, and yet there is a palpable understanding that we have to come through this chaos and disorder of multiple truth-telling together. Be our sisters' keepers and our brothers' keepers, as Shani Jamila shares with us above. Clearly in this present moment, no one else is going to speak. I can either let the class session end or say something myself. I look straight at the young man, walk half the distance to his part of the classroom, and address him by name: "hey you know what, Jeremiah (this is not his real name). There's some serious truth in what you say. As a Blackman from the ghetto, you can know and understand Malcolm in ways that I can never fully appreciate. I ask you to share this knowledge and caring with this class and with me, if you will. But Latonya (this is not her real name) has some serious truth, too." I turn to her. "Thank you, Latonya, for what you have said about me. What Jeremiah and I and all of us have to do is put our stuff together and keep dialoguing. Build as much truth as we can, supporting but challenging each other the way we all have done today. We've done a great job." Jeremiah takes a quick look at me, seemingly for the first time, and walks out of the room, but we're connected now. I think of tall, lanky Malcolm at Jeremiah's age. It's all connected. We're all connected; shared fate, whether we like it or not.
Scholars and teachers are often tempted to think that all black folk come to HBCUs and get along and, thus, that's why HWCUs aren't comparable. Nothing could be further from the truth. There was never, for instance, a class that we taught where students reached a consensus along the political spectrum of racial assimilation, separation, or pluralism. The point is that these tensions shape the curriculum. The heated discussions and arguments were always present in the classroom that we taught, but there is a notion that we, as a people, have to deal with this and talk about it. It's the "we, as a people" that sets the space of the HBCU apart, not shared agreement. HWCUs can benefit from the social concept of human shared fates.
Our second story looks at communication at an HWCU in a set of classes that have as their explicit topic the educational equality and culturally relevant teaching for students of color. Ironically, the most color-conscious students have been completely silenced, and white paranoia of urban decay runs rampant.
Carmen's Narrative: Autobiography-ing Color at an HWCU Before the first day of my very first semester, I had already grown accustomed to the endless public proclamations of this place being THE MOST diverse university in the country. And while this is certainly true of the students, it certainly does not accurately describe the faculty, pedagogies, ideologies, or mission of this university.
In one of my classes, the exiting class for undergraduate seniors, I have 17 students whose families and languages span the globe. Yet, they all sound the same-in content, in rhetoric, and in phonology. There are five women of African descent in this class who are way too quiet-all they do is agree with what someone else has said, which, in my mind, is the equivalent of not saying anything. After the second week, one of the women, Marjorie (this is not her real name), makes an appointment to see me on the next day that I am on campus. Marjorie tells me that she looked at the campus course schedule and noticed that I have been assigned a Friday class. She would like to meet with me after this class. I assume that she has a class on Fridays and so ask her what class she has. She informs that she has no Friday class but is willing to take the train into campus for our meeting. I assume this must be a serious something that she wants to talk about if she will be traveling to what is an otherwise pretty-deserted campus on a late Friday afternoon. When I ask why this something is, Marjorie tells me that she still doesn't understand the difference between past perfect tense and past tense and since I sound like her and have made it THIS far, I can probably explain it to her in a way that she can vibe with. Nothing I could do but laugh at that ONE and tell her that she better be writing some real interesting stuff after coming up with a request like THAT. And on a Friday! In actuality, I just want to get to know this young woman and am scheming on how I will deter the conversation from this hot mess on grammar to what we really need to talk about: what she is doing and thinking and being and sounding in class.
Friday finally comes and as it ends up, Marjorie does not want to really talk about grammar. We look through some books and start talking tense-sense but she quickly changes the subject and instead, asks me something else: "how did you get this far and stay so comfortable with yourself "? I almost fall out of my chair. I really don't even know how to answer at first, the only thing I can come up with to tell her is that I am wondering and concerned about what has happened at this university that she must even ask this, how could I appear as such an anomaly to her? I tell her quite frankly that I REALLY am NOT sure how "comfortable" I am these days but I DO know that I won't be giving up any part of myself in order to exist in a place that gives so little to people like me-somehow that kind of equation just don't balance out so I don't do no math like that, not for nobody, especially the white racists who roam at large at this university under the guise of diversity. For at least the next half a dozen Fridays, until 9 and 10pm at night, I continue to talk to Marjorie. And Marjorie has friends! Before I know it, I am meeting regularly with many young Black women while also attempting to talk to my colleagues about what I am noticing with our students: about this rhetoric of diversity that infects the campus but seems to really be nothing more than a celebration of the production of a multilingual bourgeois ethno-class who can now attract a more colorful populace in a consumer capitalist market. I also want to talk about what it means to prepare student teachers, student teachers of color, who will teach in working class urban communities of color, but who have never experienced a liberatory education at our campus, not even by our department. Instead, what I notice is an increasing discomfort from (some of) the faculty about my closeness to students of African descent, a discomfort they have implictly expressed by suggesting that students, after one class with me, take another class or independent study other than mine. But as we use to say back in the day: I ain't faded (plus, the students don't listen anyway).
For me, when it comes to transformation and impact, it's all about the classroom. Teaching in this place will mean that I have to draw from another space, be here but be from somewhere else pedagogically, politically, and historically and so I keep coming home late on Friday nights, talking to more students, understanding more and more about where I am, and what it will mean to intervene in all of that through my teaching. The place where I used to teach, an HBC, might be the only thing that can inform what I do here if I intend to rupture the status quo that has displaced my most conscious and conscientious black students.
What is striking about these women's experiences is that no one seems to have noticed their alienation. The focus for the department has rested almost solely on recruitment and not on a redesign and examination of the kind of curricular engagement that could place these students' voices and experiences as central to their education. And herein lies the distinction between the HWCU and HBCU: the hard work is not simply getting students of color there; the work comes from offering an intellectual and social world that challenges a mainstream education. At their current HWCU, though populated by many students of color, these black women constantly talk about how they negotiate an overwhelming, unstated rule that no one, especially working-class black women, may shake or touch uninterrupted white privilege, or they will be called angry, sensitive, crazy, or in possession of an overactive imagination. In such a typical yet desperate HWCU hostage setting, "internalized racism eats away at the individual" (Brock 78). Appiah and Gutman (1996) argue that the appropriate response of progressive educators to conservative calls for color blindness is to emphasize a "color-conscious" paradigm. Holmes (2006) further insists that "teachers can communicate their desire to understand racial consciousness to their students by designing assignments that explore the historical and contemporary struggles blacks face to characterize their own discursive practices" (304). We seek to examine how our "color conscious" paradigms intersect with racialized notions of rhetorical agency to shape the theories and practices of our literacy pedagogies. We have defined writing ethos, anti-color-blinded composing, and rhetorical freedom/survival movements for our working-class students of color in ways that speak to the kinds of discursive possibilities and pedagogies that Brock explores. Brock writes a dialogue between herself and the African goddess Oshun, who has told her: "Look at you. Rochelle, you teach your students about ideology and oppression every day yet right now, at this moment, you cannot see the ideological constructs that are holding your mind hostage" (9). We are attempting to engage a similar kind of hostage negotiation talk with one another as scholars, with our students, and with our readers, because as teachers from two different historically black colleges, we see crucial literacy issues among our students but also within ourselves.
III. Can You " See the Ideological Constructs That Are Holding Your Mind Hostage" ? Three Principles of Action in the Mak ing of a New Framework
When we borrow Brock's notion of an ideological "hostage, " we emphasize that our systemic crises demand a kind of theoretical and pedagogical rigor that can only come when we accept the fact that the knowledge we currently have of the world is held hostage by the very intellectual origins in which the problems were created. American Idol telethons, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundations, and Oprah and Roca-wear's donations cannot bear solutions to our world crises since these are manifestations of current modes of capitalist production that require the systemic destruction of much of the human population and our planetary environment in the first place. Challenging students to question the political and intellectual crises of their current social order as part of the racist, color blindness that their college education maintains is a daunting task. What we need is dramatically more than intermittent, safe excursions into the edges of a contact zone, where white comfort zones remain the center of gravity, reality, and control.
Our theory of "hostage negotiation work" is closely related to ideas around anti-racist teaching as well as critical literacy and pedagogy (Gay; Giroux and McClaren; Kumashiro; Luke and Gore; Pinar) . However, we are also arguing that the radical location of HBCUs in challenging racism in American education and society goes beyond the scope of already given theoretical constructs. We contend that the successes and challenges of HBCUs comes from a construction of students and faculty as having a shared fate with the racially subordinated people outside of the university; and an explicit and conscious discourse of miseducation and racist exploitation, rather than the usual bourgeois liberal humanist variants of knowledge for knowledge's sake. Thus, three principles of action emanate from our work: 1) We foreground the effects of structural racism and white supremacy on university structures, funding, groups, and individuals. 2) We strive to undo the toxic effects of racism on individual students and ourselves as we work intensely on critical mentoring. 3) We make the undoing of internalized racism central by existing in coalition with other oppressed groups who critically imagine and actively work for democratic alternatives to white supremacy. We explain and give examples of each of these three elements of hostage negotiation work, especially in terms of the two representative stories that we have shared from our personal teaching narratives.
1. We foreground the effects of structural racism and white supremacy on university structures, funding, groups, and individuals.
Speaking the truth-of-racism-to-power tends at HWCUs to be met with intense silent resistance from students, faculty, and researchers: debates about whether racism still exists or is better now, or arguments that there is more important or relevant work to do in classrooms. White students at HWCUs especially tend to respond in these ways. They generally discuss individual acts of meanness or kindness, not systemic white privilege. Students of color in these institutions, especially when they are the only person of color in a classroom, often dread or resent being expected to speak for "their race" in classrooms where most white students have no clue about their own benefiting from white privilege and resent the entire discussion. How many "minority" individuals want to take risks with an audience that is isolating and judgmental and does not want to be made uncomfortable about a subject that makes them nervous? Silence is much less exhausting. In Carmen's HWCU story, we saw (classroom) silence as the main response of the women of color in that classroom, including the silence of sounding like a mainstreamed everyone else.
Speaking the truth-of-racism-to-power in Robert's HBCU story involves examining the effects of structural racism as it plays out in the composition curriculum and in Jeremiah's relation with the white teacher. Jeremiah was checking out the teacher and the composition curriculum and whether both were part of a community-informed tension of shared fate that he could trust. He spoke the truth-of-racism-to-power to the white teacher to see what response would follow. By affirming the truth of Jeremiah's direct communicating about Malcolm's identity and epistemology, and that they could communicate as equals and needed each other's truths, the teacher showed that he was his brother's keeper and asked for the same in return. In this space, the teacher did not deploy an unconscious white supremacist maneuvering to control curriculum and black male students' response to it, nor did he privilege and center the unanticipated emotional defense by several black women in the classroom. In the following class sessions, instead, the teacher worked with Jeremiah and the women toward difficult conversations and coalition work involving identities that had been at crossroads.
2. We strive to undo the toxic effects of racism on individual students and ourselves as we work intensely on critical mentoring.
This second element is critical work at both HBCUs and HWCUs. Critical mentoring at most HBCUs is a team sport. Most faculty and staff are participating. At HWCUs, critical mentoring-often crucial for the survival of students of color and faculty of color-is often an individual commitment or limited to the small cohort of faculty and staff of color. In Carmen's HWCU story, the giant fact is that she, as the teacher, did critical mentoring work with students until late at night! Did the HWCU even see this crucial work, and when they did, what accounts for the nature of their response to it? White institutional attitudes toward critical mentoring simply make this part of the invisible, unrewarded workload of faculty of color, akin to Bell's critique:
I had become the personal counselor and confidante of virtually all of the Black students and a goodly number of the Whites. The Black students clearly needed someone with whom to share their many problems, and White students, finding a faculty member actually willing to take time with them, were not reluctant to help keep my appointment book full. I liked the students, but it was hard to give them as much time as they needed. I also had to prepare for classes-where I was expected to give an award-winning performance each day-and serve on every committee . . . where minority representation was desired. In addition, every emergency involving a racial issue was deemed my problem. I admit I wanted to be involved in these problems, but they all required time and energy. Only another Black [law] teacher would believe what I had to do to make time for research and writing.
At HBCUs, critical mentoring happens inside and outside of classrooms, but at HWCUs it tends to happen exclusively outside classrooms, often in closeddoor offices.
Critical mentoring involves showing students the rhetorical power they already possess. In Carmen's HWCU story, the student asked the teacher, "how did you get this far and stay so comfortable with yourself?" That is an episte-mological and ontological question of subtlety and insight from a student who had been actively repressed by implicit and explicit processes that maintain white privilege. The conversations that followed were perhaps as valuable for the teacher as mentor as for the student as mentor. But a giant point and a giant injustice is that the teacher had to try to supply a liberatory education all by herself for that student. What the student perceived as comfort and confidence was defined by the teacher as what she would not give up for success in the white academy. Such dynamic activity as critical mentoring works to undo the toxic effects of racism on individual students and faculty as they interact with each other as whole human beings rich with possibilities. It affirms that there are choices. It is essential work but too exhausting to be limited to one or several faculty of color at white institutions. More white faculty must learn how to participate in this vital work.
3. We make the undoing of internalized racism central by existing in coalition with other oppressed groups who critically imagine and actively work for democratic alternatives to white supremacy.
This third element addresses the isolation of internalized racism, an isolation that can be meaningfully overcome in coalition work with other oppressed groups. Since it happened in the shared fate of mutual survival in a dynamic HBCU, the confrontation between Latonya and Jeremiah in Robert's narrative led to increasingly engaged exchanges. In the following class sessions, they each continued developing their positions. Jeremiah at first kept trying to insist on the primacy of black male ghetto knowledge in understanding Malcolm X, but under the influence of Latonya and other students he began admitting that his angle wasn't the whole story. Latonya was also pushed to consider the possibility that she was excessively dismissive of Jeremiah and his point of view. As they became the two dominant student voices in that group, their work in that classroom was an ongoing and powerful example of critical mentoring, for each other, but also for everyone else. Within a couple of weeks, coalition work started outside the classroom about Malcolm X rhetoric in university celebrations of institutional history, the politics of representation in Spike Lee's movie about Malcolm in residence hall meetings, gender relations in student government, the relation of Islam and Christianity in local black communities, and in a prison writing project in which they were both involved that included use of The Autobiography of Malcolm X. Their coalition building ended with both of them organizing a city and then state literacy initiative. In all of these coalition activities, they were working in exciting ways to overcome the isolation and dehumanization of structured and internalized racism by re-presenting (gendered) selves in powerful and constructive civic commitments.
This third element of hostage negotiation work, coalition building, is much more difficult at HWCUs because so many working-class students of color are simply trying to survive. In Carmen's HWCU story, the students of color are thinking about building future coalitions with families and organizations in the working-class urban communities of color where they will be teaching. A significant impetus for their future coalition work with racially subordinated groups comes from the hostility and isolation that they routinely experience at their own current school. These black women have relearned that they and youth like them need freedom from isolation and bondage and support for dynamic relationships of human equality and shared work.
IV. Toward a Color-Conscious ( Writing) Pedagogy : The Work of Hostage Negotiation in Curriculum and Instruction ferent in meaning and content. We also are not interested in putting "other" languages on display for our once-a-semester special-topic assignment. Put quite simply, if we want to change the white-middle-class-bounded nature of what counts as literacy, language, and writing (and, thereby, being human) in schools, then we must look to those places where writing and literacy always already do and are something much different and have that enter our classrooms. Our students' skillful deployment of their trans-school literacies is part of how they make sense of the world and can provide unique opportunities in which to understand, critique, and re-negotiate the hostile nature of schooling.
Collaborative-Community Teaching and Learning
Across the country, we see colleges and universities implementing service learning initiatives and ushering in a new kind of discourse of civic duty for a new global middle class (Denton; Astin and Sax). In many constructs, service learning can promote a model where the wealth of the educated, bourgeois classes is justifiable if one possesses a philanthropic spirit when donating one's limitless fortunes (but limited time) to groups less fortunate. When we speak of shared fate with neighboring communities that are of color or poor, we are talking about a construct that transcends these typical neo-liberal projects. Shared fate means that to be your sister's keeper, you must also be connected to the sisters who did not make it through the loopholes that it takes to get to college. They are not distant subjects to be studied or natives to be saved with service missions; they are your own kinship community whose denigration is also your own. Without such a sense of shared fate, our current neo-liberal service learning models hold communities of color hostage and, therefore, our students' understandings and praxis of social change.
Nurturing a sense of shared fate is not simply about the kinds of service projects students can perform in or for poor communities, but how students are constructing themselves and the political content of their education in relation to social and economic crises. Composition studies is, thus, a critical place, for a vision of social justice can be married with literacy or social learning projects (Herzberg; Cushman; Artz; Coogan) . Thus, when we speak of shared fate with neighboring communities, we are also talking about how institutions construct their public identities and rhetorics in relation to the neighborhood(s) that are poor of color, which are, oftentimes, right over the hill or at the end of the main street; these are neighborhoods, especially in urban areas, whose citizens are also literally displaced by universities that are themselves gentrifying catalysts. The approach that we have in mind for real-izing shared fate with neighboring communities might be more aptly called collaborative community teaching and learning. Colleges and universities have a longstanding history of providing avenues for their students to have some kind of experience with community service or field internships. The challenge at HWCUs is about imagining something drastically different when working in and with off-campus communities or, in the least, admitting that we have allowed our institutions to be mere parasitic voyeurs of the communities we claim to be helping.
Critical Local-National Understandings
The construct of shared fate in shaping community-collaborative teaching and learning also implies that students are interrogating the politics of their institutions, the social crises of their neighboring communities, and their own experiential knowledge as one student among many. Such a curriculum requires knowledge of local, national, and global social structures.
In Robert's HBCU story, we see students questioning one another by examining their own experiences and relationships with one another. As a result, they began to see their writing and very existence as inextricably linked with the fate of the black masses who have been locked up endemic to the functioning of the prison industrial complex. In Carmen's courses at the HBC where she taught, students researched the unique history of their institution and began working with college alumnae and the founding faculty who are activists and artists. In these writing-work assignments, students took on the task of understanding the political origins of the social problems they were addressing and composed courses of action that they saw the university's legacy requiring. Meanwhile, in Carmen's HWCU story, the female students created an informal listserv that functioned to interrogate their own experiences via extensive online conversations. In the case of the teacher candidates, the women connected their own histories to the socioeconomic status of the families and children with whom they would be connected as teachers. Robert's and Carmen's examples, thus, show how each site bears its own curriculum connected to larger political phenomenon in which students can imagine their lives and political-intellectual directions.
V. What HBCUs Can Teach HWCUs; What Hostage Negotiation Work Will Need to Do
The U.S. Department of Education's Spellings Commission Report, A Test of Leadership, surely promises to lay a new policy-practice for grades 13-16: No (College) Child Left Behind. In the report, the discourse of a literacy crisis gets trumpeted with low college completion rates, especially for poor and "minority" students, and the increasing numbers of working, self-sufficient, part-time college students who have children (Huot) . We would argue that historical changes in schools' demographics, whether we are talking about the first Morrill Land Grant Act, the time in history that witnessed its first large influx of African American students in college, or whether we are talking about 1970s open admissions policies in the wake of Civil Rights struggles, have never reformed HWCUs' foremost policy: racializing themselves as white spaces. As a case in point, Barajas and Ronnkvist look at how HWCUs and K-12 schools whose demographics have large percentages of students of color (and even a few critical, conscious administrators of color) still function as white spaces, an important reminder for those fooled into thinking that a "different" demographics of college students means a different kind of college education. The current climate around accountability will continue to hold us all hostage to color-blind paradigms, leaving material racism firmly intact and forcing students to be continually required to negotiate their college education-reading, writing, and connecting to communities on and off campus-as a relationship to uninterrupted whiteness.
There is no better time than now to take stock of the historical retooling of higher education that HBCUs have done for the groups that have had the least access. The U.S. public schools serving black and Latina/o students have only become re-segregated and left more underresourced, as bad as, if not worse than, the Jim Crow era, creating even more obstacles for these high school graduates to attend four-year colleges (Hawkins; Orfield and Lee) . Thus, we need to take heed of what historically black colleges and universities have taught us like never before. These institutions' centuries-plus of existence is not fraught with a discourse that suggests that the alienation of racially subordinated, working-class black masses is new or insurmountable (Royster) .
It has not been our intention to minimize the distinctions between the many different types of postsecondary institutions in this country. But not to acknowledge the distinctions in racial admissions that sets HBCUs' one hundred years apart would be egregious, especially in a hyper-segregated era where their presence will be even more needed. While many will argue that we have oversimplified the racial role of HWCUs, we maintain that we must question the clamor for high-brow theorizations of (postmodern) differences among the HWCUs because this can result in the complete masking of structural inequalities where same-ol' racist policies in education remain stunningly intact. Put in its simplest terms: the intellectual, political, and pedagogical legacy of the HBCUs is the only catalyst that can charge HWCUs with creating a humanistic/ human-centered pedagogy and communication that our current world will require for its sustenance.
Notes

